
One day in September 1934 Lotte Goldschmidt came home from school to the news that she must go to 
Stuttgart the next day to apply for a visa to travel to the United States.  This is not what she had planned. 
The Goldschmidts had no friends or relatives in the U.S.  Lotte’s thoughts were focused in another direc-
tion.  She was a member of the Jewish Pathfinders of Germany and she and her friends had dreams of   
living in Palestine on their own kibbutz. She had no interest in learning English and she absolutely did not 
want to leave her family and all of her friends in Frankfurt, but she accepted her parents’ decision because 
she thought the situation was temporary.  Her father was too ill to leave; and her mother was needed to 
help run his successful tailors’ supply company. Her brother, Hans, age 21, was already a grown-up.  
Lotte knew about the Nazis, but she preferred to think of her impending departure for America as a kind 
of cultural exchange. After a year she expected to be back home with her family.  
 
What young Lotte did not realize is that time was running out for a normal life. A few weeks before, on 
August 2nd of that year, upon the death of President Hindenburg, Chancellor Adolf Hitler had merged the 
two offices of the chancellorship and the presidency to become the absolute dictator of Germany. Jews in 
Germany were alarmed, as were those all around the world. Escape plans had been worked on for several 
months already and now it was time to implement them.  In the United States, in 1934, the German Jewish 
Children’s Aid and the Felix Warburg Committee began the first efforts to help Jewish children leave Ger-
many and come to America.  Discreet appeals went out for foster families through synagogues and Jewish 
social and welfare organizations. It had to be done quietly because there was much anti-Semitism in the  
U.S.  In addition, the Great Depression was well underway which put a strain on welfare agencies.  Mean-
while Lotte’s parents had applied months ago for her to join a children’s transport even though the upper 
age designated at the very beginning of the program was 12 - and Lotte was 14.  They were very relieved 
when word came that she was accepted.   
 
That November 1934 Lotte’s mother, Lilly, accompanied Lotte and another young girl from Frankfurt on 
the train to Hamburg where they met up with a dozen other children who were also leaving Germany on 
the same transport.  From there they took another train to the port of Bremen where they met the woman 
volunteer who would watch them on board the ship. Lotte had no idea that she would not see her mother 
again for twelve long years. Those years would change her life and family forever.  Her poor desperate  
father would kill himself in 1936.  Her brother would escape to America in 1940. Her dear mother would 
miss her chance to escape by only one day in April 1940 when Hitler’s troops swept into Holland and 
closed all the ports.  In 1941 Lilly was sent to a camp in Holland and then later to Theresienstadt in 
Czechoslovakia. She was forced to work in an isinglass factory that made gun sights for the Nazi war  
machine. Thanks to her parents’ early decision and her mother’s quick action, Lotte would be spared that 
horror. Miraculously, Lilly survived and was liberated by American soldiers in 1945.    
 
This summer the first post-war national reunion of and conference about these “unaccompanied children” 
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JGSO is affiliated with the  

Int’l Association of Jewish Genealogical Societies 

JGSO 
      2002 Meeting Schedule 

 
  Wednesday, October 16th 

          7:30 - 9:30 PM 
Mittleman Jewish Community Center 

 
"Breaking Through the Brick Wall: 

   Where do I go from here?" 
 

Members share questions and insights. 
See a videotape: How to Trace Your Jewish Roots: 

A Journey with Arthur Kurzweil  
_______________ 

 
  Wednesday, November 20th 

          7:30 - 9:30 PM 
Lake Oswego Family History Library 
1271 Overlook Dr. (off McVey/Stafford Rd.) 

           FHL telephone: 503-638-1410 
 

  "Learning How to Use the LDS 
        Indexes and Records" 

 
This library has the CD of the Index for 

Jewish Resources at the Salt Lake Library. 
     _______________ 

 
  Wednesday, December 18th 

          7:30 - 9:30 PM 
   MJCC Computer Room 

 
  "Learn How to Access a 

Multitude of Data on the Web" 
_______________ 

 
Meetings are free to JGSO members. 
$2 requested donation for non-members. 
E-mail questions to rondoctor@earthlink.net 
For updates and further details visit us at:  
http://www.rootsweb.com/~orjgs/ 
 
 

Upcoming Board Meetings: 
(7 PM) Oct. 9, Nov. 13, Dec 11 

(members always welcome) 
We have openings on the JGSO Board.   

Please join us! 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 

Welcome to Our New Members: 
Victor and Toinette Menashe 

 
Website Submissions Sought 

JGSO Webmaster, Christine Olsen, wants stories about 
your genealogy trips and stories about your family 
 history, including photos, for our website. Please  

contact her at christine-olsen@attbi.com or through  
 our website: http://www.rootsweb.com/orjgs/  

 
We Need Volunteers for Hanukkah Fair 

JGSO will be a vendor at Hadassah’ s Annual 
Hanukkah Craft & Gift Fair on November 10, 

 from 10 AM to 5 PM at Congregation Shaarie Torah, 
920 NW 25th.  We need volunteers to staff our table. 

Shifts are 1 ½ hours each. If you can help, please      
contact Abby Menashe at 503-245-5196, or by                    
 e-mail at amenashe@aol.com  See you there! 

 
Have You Moved or Changed Your E-mail Address? 
Please contact Ron Doctor at rondoctor@ earthlink.net 
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President’s Message 
Toronto 
The 22nd International Jewish Genealogical Conference held in Toronto, Canada from August 4-9 was one of the bet-
ter organized and informative conferences I have attended. With six simultaneous seminars going from 8:15 AM to 
10:00 PM, it was difficult to choose which to attend. One of the highlights for me was learning about the enormous 
amount of data that is now, or about to be, accessible on the Internet. The big change is the willingness of foreign ar-
chives to share their information. I was touched by the dedication of the hundreds, if not thousands, of volunteers that 
are translating vital records and Yizkor books found in these archives. Unfortunately, a repeated theme was the lack 
of funds required to get many of these records onto the Internet. Your Board is considering a donation to JewishGen 
to help with the many  uncompleted projects.  
Programs 
We have an exciting and varied schedule of programs for the upcoming 2002-2003 year. The emphasis is on going 
back to the basics in order to help the many new members who are just starting their genealogical adventures, as well 
providing updated information to more experienced researchers. We will be sharing the many databases that have re-
cently become available and demonstrating how to use them. (December) We will visit two libraries that have very 
helpful resources. (November and February) We will feed you and offer the insights of a renowned historian. (April ) 
We will share the excitement of a trip to Ukraine. (January)  This month we will help each other as we share individ-
ual discoveries and suggest solutions to frustrating dead ends. I very much look forward to seeing you. 
 
Sandra Shapiro, JGSO  President 

Watch for These  
in our JGSO Library Collection 

 

Our Librarian, Harvey Klevit, has ordered Where Once We Walked: Revised Edition from Avotaynu. This 
is a major revision that reflects the knowledge gained in the last eleven years since the original gazetteer 
was published. If you are interested in purchasing this yourself, please go to: 
 http://www.avotaynu.com/books/woww.htm. 
 
Harvey has also ordered a copy of the Syllabus from this summer’ s IAJGS Conference in Toronto. It con-
tains a wealth of updated information on Jewish Genealogy. If you are interested in purchasing one, the 
cost is $35.00 (includes shipping).  
The order address is:  JGSO of Canada (Toronto) 
                                    Syllabus Orders 
                                    P.O. Box 446, Station A 
                                    Toronto, ON, M2N 
 
We will also be receiving CDs of the 1910  NYC Census Index and the 1910 Philadelphia Census Index.  

Do You Have a Ketubbah? 
 

The Oregon Jewish Museum is creating a community-based exhibition about the Jewish marriage contract. Artistic 
Unions-Ketubbot in Oregon opens at the museum on May 1, 2003. Jewish law has required, for 2000 years, that 
every husband present his wife with a marriage contract or ketubbah, guaranteeing the wife’s financial rights in case 
of the husband’s death or divorce. Ketubbot, part of a long tradition of Jewish art, are a rich source of material on 
Jewish history, customs, genealogy and art, and serve as fascinating artistic and historical records. Do you have a 
ketubbah that you would be willing to lend to the exhibit? We are looking for a wide range of artistic styles, from the 
more traditional, printed form provided by rabbinic authorities to the personalized, illustrated one prepared by a cal-
ligrapher or artist. 
In addition, we would like to exhibit a photograph and ONE artifact from your wedding that you would like to share 
with the world. Contact the Oregon Jewish Museum at museum@ojm.org or call 503-226-3600. 
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22nd IAJGS International Conference on Jewish Genealogy 
by Sue Axel 

 
The 22nd IAJGS International Conference on Jewish Genealogy was held August 4-9th at the Sheraton Centre, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.  Facilities at the hotel were excellent, and  they even had comfortable chairs!   There 
also was security, a necessary reminder of the times.  The Resource Room was filled with computers and the 
waiting time was minimal.  The entire conference was extremely well organized and produced. 
 
SIGs (special interest groups) were very busy accommodating many attendees at each meeting.  I had the great 
pleasure telling the South African SIG of my wonderful year meeting many members of my father’ s family af-
ter being reunited last summer at the London conference.  You never know what will happen and what you may 
find, or discover at a conference.  People are so willing to share and it is a pleasure to see friends from a previ-
ous conference.  Elliot and I not only met more family, but also with friends from Israel who were attending the 
conference. 
 
The conference offered Breakfast With The Experts daily.  It was a super opportunity to talk with Board mem-
bers, specialists from the Family History Library, researchers, museum curators and historians.  There were also 
films, art and photographic exhibitions.  An exhibit of family trees by students in grades 4 and 5 in Toronto He-
brew Day Schools was outstanding.  The kids obviously put a lot of effort into their work and it showed.  They 
included drawings, pictures and stories of their family.  The works were far more detailed than a tree with 
dates.  
 
Programs ranged from a beginners workshop to genetics, migrations, research tools, passenger lists, how to 
visit the land of your forefathers, available resources in various archives and libraries, how to use the Ellis Is-
land Database and 1930 Census.  Other programs were - how to read a Hebrew Tombstone, how to overcome 
obstacles, migrations of the Jewish People.  Countries included all of Eastern Europe, South Africa, Canada, the 
United States, Israel, Lithuania, Austria-Hungary and China.  There were discussions of how people lived, 
names, Jewish Women’ s Lives, etc.  We found it difficult to decide which session to attend as several were of 
interest at the same time.  Elliot would attend one and I would attend another. 
 
The speakers were knowledgeable and extremely helpful. Presentations were kept on schedule, but many con-
tinued into the corridor with the speaker graciously responding to questions and offering suggestions.  The give 
and take of information from both presenters and participants was enormous.  It was a haimish gathering to say 
the least. 
 
Tours were also offered, including orientation tours of libraries and archives in the area, and plays and other 
theater.  There was a banquet that we did not attend as we were too busy with family and friends.  Toronto has 
great restaurants and it is a great city to just explore. 
 
The Syllabus is a gigantic three ring notebook containing information about the speakers, their topic outlines 
and/or information, speakers’  biographies and lists of attendees, their addresses and e-mail addresses; places 
and families being researched by surname, towns and registrants.  There is also a listing of Jewish Genealogical 
Societies throughout the world.  The Syllabus is a wealth of information as each presentation outline contains 
contact sources, references and bibliographies.  It is a gem.  The Syllabus will be offered on CD next year. If 
the Toronto Conference was any indication, the Washington Conference will be well worth attending! 
 

Circle Your Calendars! 
 

The Jewish Genealogy Society of Greater Washington warmly invites you to attend next year’s 
 23rd Annual International Conference on Jewish Genealogy in Washington D.C. July 20-25, 2003 
 at the JW Marriott Hotel.  For complete information go to: http://www.jewishgen.org/dc2003/ 
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Getting into the 1930 Census 
A Trip to the National Archives – Pacific Northwest Region 

by Harvey Klevit 
 

The headquarters of the Pacific Northwest and Alaska of The National Archives and Records Administration is 
in Seattle, WA.  It is located a few miles above The University of Washington Campus at 6125 Sandpoint Way 
NE. The building itself resembles the United Parcel Service building on Swan Island in Portland, i.e. not an ar-
chitectural masterpiece. However, looks are deceiving; one is treated courteously and efficiently once inside. 
There is a large free parking lot adjacent to the building. On weekdays it opens at 7:45 AM. I arrived at 8 and 
had no difficulty parking and was assigned a microfilm reader immediately, although I am told that one may 
have to wait up to an hour at peak times. 
 
Remember, only twelve Southern States have been indexed by Soundex surname so you will need to have an ap-
proximate address to locate your family.  If you have not done your homework prior to arrival there are several 
computers ready to search either the NARA (http://1930census.archives.gov/beginSearch.asp) or the Stephen 
Morse 1930 Enumeration District (ED) finder Web pages (http://home.pacbell.net/spmorse/census/). It is best to 
come prepared with the ED’ s of the families you are researching or at least a street name and nearby cross 
streets. 
 
With Morse’ s tool one simply selects a state, a city, and a street name from pop-up lists. Every street I searched 
for in Philadelphia was on the list. One continues to add cross streets to limit the number of ED’ s found. I se-
lected S. 47th  and Sansom Streets which limited my search to two ED’ s, 51-496 and 51-498. Both of these 
Philadelphia ED’ s are on microfilm roll number 2139. There is even a link to Mapquest which will indicate the 
precise location of your address. I simply pulled the roll out of a drawer for Pennsylvania, put it on the reader 
and searched for the two ED’ s which are located in numerical order. The street names are located along the left 
border of the census page making it quite simple to find my father-in-law’ s house. I was there in about 3 min-
utes! 
 
Using the NARA tool to locate a family is a little more difficult. Of course, if the family you are researching is 
in one of the following, you can do a Soundex search on the surname: The states are Alabama, Arkansas, Flor-
ida, Georgia, Kentucky (only counties of Bell, Floyd, Harlan, Kenton, Muhlenberg, Perry and Pike), Louisiana, 
Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia (only counties of Fayette, 
Harrison, Kanawha, Logan, McDowell, Mercer, and Raleigh). 
 
If you are not able to do a Soundex search, you can try the geographic locator tool. “The more specific informa-
tion you have about where a person lived in 1930, especially in densely populated areas, the quicker you will be 
able to identify specific microfilm rolls. Since most urban EDs were described by the streets bounding them, it 
will help to know the exact street address. Finding the location on a contemporary map and then comparing it to 
the ED descriptions will allow you to identify which roll of schedule microfilm to consult.” One can search by 
street names or institutions. For example, if your family lived near St. Vincent Hospital in Portland, you could 
search that institution and find that the ED is Multnomah 26-16 on roll 1949.  
Once you have located the page containing your information you can take the film to a copier. Make sure you 
ask for a zoom lens, the census pages are large. They charge $0.30 a page. A clerk will assist you. 
 
There is some wonderful information on the 1930 census. Such things as how much monthly rent is paid or the 
value of an owned home. You will be amazed at the costs. Year of immigration, occupation, language spoken 
and the ages of all occupants of the address are given. All of my finds were quite legible. 
 
I found my two hour visit to NARA was totally enjoyable and quite successful. I searched for and located census 
pages for four families. There were a number of surprises and new information. 
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(Continued from page 1) 

was sponsored by One Thousand Children, Inc. (OTC) and “2002 Living the Legacy” in Chicago from June 
29-July 2. Many of the 200 attendees, of which about 75 were OTC children, brought along their children 
and grandchildren who were encouraged to participate in seminars and discussions designed for them. The 
hope is that more research can be done about what happened to these rescued children so their descendants 
will be able to learn the history of events that changed the course of their ancestors’  lives.  Lotte Magnus 
(her married name) now resides in Tigard and shares her thoughts about this historic gathering: 
 
“Though I don’ t know whether the relatively small number of people who came to this conference repre-
sents a true cross-section of the 1000-1200 Jewish children who were brought to this country between 1934 
and 1945, it was a very poignant moment to realize that all of us shared this weighty history.  In deciding 
whether or not to attend, each one of us had to consider our age, health, financial means, and most of all, 
our willingness to discuss a very stressful period in our lives. 
 

“When we parted from our parents we were all under 17. It must have been extremely difficult for them to 
send us away. Some of us were not really aware of the seriousness of the situation, as it began so early dur-
ing Hitler’ s regime and due to our own young ages.  
 

“For many children, especially the ones who came in later transports, the journey to the port city was a dan-
gerous odyssey; they wandered from country to country, often without their parents already, and were fre-

(Continued on page 7) 

Portland Russian Consular Records 
by Carol Raspler 

(JGSO Member from Florida) 
 

You were all so helpful to me during my initial  
research into the wonderful SWETT/RICEN 
families of Oregon, that I felt I owed you some  
favors.  I would like to suggest that you study 
quite thoroughly the FHL’s US/CAN Films 
(#1432764 & #1432765) of the Portland 
Russian Consular Records 1883-1901,1907. 
In searching for my own family names, I came 
across numerous others of Jewish origin (rare 
in those records) which I felt were important 
enough to advise JGSO. -  For example: 
June 1891: Esther Feiga DANTOFF and 
     three children: Enkele, Schandla and Susu   
Sept.1893: Efrim Alexandrovich SICHMAN; 
                    from Kishinev, Russia 
Dec.1893:  J.J. GABLE and Isaac DANTOFF   
Nov.1895: Sholim Ephraimov CHAIMOVITCH, 
 Passach MOYSAYEVITCH; from Boontselmon  
June 1896: Esther Faiga DANTOFF and son, Jankel 
Oct.1896: Shmiel and Civia KRITSHEVSKY and 
     two children: Esther and Sibbu; from Odessa 
     also, David Isaac ADLER; from Odessa 
I hope that you are successful in finding connections 
to all of the above. These are fascinating records 
and I urge you to have a good look at them. 
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RESEARCH UPDATES   
Ukraine SIG on JewishGen: Florence Elman has an-
nounced that they "will be covering all  & any towns 
that fall within the Russian-Ukrainian borders of 
1914. That includes ALL of Volhynia."  They have 
also added the following two gubernias: Kherson Gu-
bernia (towns: Odessa, Alexandriya, Ananyev, 
Elisavetgrad, Kherson, Tirashpol) and Chernigov Gu-
bernia(towns: Borzna, Chernigov, Glukhov, Gorod-
nya, Konotop, Kozelets, Krolevets, Mglin, Nezhin, 
Novogorod Severskiy, Norozybkov, Oster, Sosnitsa, 
Starodub, Surash). 
Go to http://www.jewishgen.org/Ukraine/ 
 
 

Routes to Roots Foundation: 1897 Census entries 
for 57 towns and districts in Lithuania have just been 
added to their website. These are documents stored in 
the State Historical Archive in Vilnius. Go to http://
rtrfoundation.org/news.html 

Support JewishGen 
Urgent: They Need $$$ to Continue 

We all depend on JewishGen. Please consider making 
a donation to them so they will be able to maintain 

their free website. You may donate online at: 
      http://www.jewishgen.org/JewishGen-erosity/ 
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quently betrayed by guides. One very difficult route required them to traverse the Pyrenees on foot, at night, 
in ice and snow. They would hide in cellars, cloisters, and empty buildings until they reached the departure 
port. By late in the war that was usually in Spain or Portugal. 
 

“ Many small Jewish organizations and congregations participated in our rescue including the Brith Sholom 
Lodge of Philadelphia. In later years, non-Jewish groups such as the Unitarian Service Committee, Ameri-
can Friends Service Committee, and Quaker organizations also sponsored and helped rescue children. Don’ t 
forget there was a lot of anti-Semitism in this country at that time, pacifism was the norm, jobs were scarce 
and feeding another person was quite a challenge. The task was to place each one of us into private families 
as foster children so that we could get an education and make lives for ourselves. I was fortunate to be 
placed with a good family. 
 

“ At the Chicago OTC conference a number of us spoke about our experiences. For some the beginning was 
more traumatic because they had to stay in orphanages until a willing family took them.  For most of us it 
worked out well, but some had to change families several times. Occasionally a foster family would regard 
the whole affair as a money- making proposition since a small amount of money was paid for each child’ s 
room, board and incidentals if the foster family’ s financial situation warranted it. However, some of the 
children had such good experiences that they are still in close contact with their foster siblings. 
 

“ Out of the 1000-1200 children who were brought to the U.S. about 400 have been traced, and of those, 
about 75 attended the Chicago conference. Several of us gave reports of our own progress. Our group pro-
duced a number of lawyers, physicians, educators, businessmen, medical support professionals, engineers, 
career military and government officials. I became a hospital dietitian and served in the U.S. Army Medical 
Corps, primarily in the South Pacific. If any of you are familiar with the book “ Deutschland ohne Juden”* 
by Bernt Engelman, we are those people Hitler threw out. As soon as the war began some enlisted in the 
Canadian Army, and then switched to the U.S. Army after Pearl Harbor. One of the boys from my transport 
did that, but unfortunately lost his life in the North Africa campaign. Some of the fellows were drafted but 
many of them enlisted before the draft and thus got their citizenship papers earlier.  One man at the conven-
tion was stationed back in his hometown of Landau during his military career where he encountered one of 
his old neighbors. The neighbor was delighted to see the “ boy” again, and was glad to fulfill the father’ s last 
wish, handing him letters from his father and mother written just before they were transported to concentra-
tion camps where they perished.  
 

“ There were five or six others from Frankfurt at the conference, all fellows and much younger than I.  I 
shared a room at the hotel with a “ girl” who was on the same transport with me. We did not recall each 
other but after a year’ s worth of phone calls, letters and exchanging pictures of the crossing, we knew that 
we had indeed been together for eleven seasick days in 1934!  It was delightful to finally meet her face to 
face. Out of the fourteen in our transport we know of five others.”  

 

If you are interested in learning more about the organizations that sponsored this event, go to:  
www.onethousandchildren.org and http://chicago2002.descendants.org   
AND if you know of anyone who was an unaccompanied child coming to the U.S. from Europe between 
1934 and 1945 please let him or her (or the families) know that One Thousand Children, Inc wants to locate 
them and record their stories. Lotte was surprised to find out only 2 ½ years ago that there were more than a 
thousand other children like her who had escaped the Nazis in this way. There are still approximately 800 
unaccounted for. You may also contact us here at JGSO: http://www.rootsweb.com/~orjgs/ 
  
* There was an English translation by D.J.Beer with the title “ Germany Without Jews”, published by Ban-
tam in 1984, paperback.  It is now out of print but can be bought used.    
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Excerpt from Ukraine Journal, Section 1-Warsaw 
by Ron Doctor 

(Editor’ s Note: Ron Doctor and his brother, Ken, visited their ancestral towns in Ukraine from August 31st through September 
19th, 2002. Ron wrote “ Ukraine Journal”  describing their experiences in rich and personal detail.   In this excerpt from the first 
section of the Journal, Ron and Ken have only recently arrived in Warsaw, Poland where they are visiting sites of importance to 
Jewish Genealogy.  Later they will be fortunate to  meet their “ exceptionally capable and affable guide, translator, driver, body-
guard ….friend,”  Alex Dunai, who will take them across the border.) 

The Jewish Historical Institute 

After lunch, we walked  over to the Jewish Historical Institute. In the morning I had  called  Yale  
Riesner, reminded  him who I am. We had  met at the Toronto IAJGS Conference in August and  he 
remembered  that. Yale was quite friendly on the phone.  He said  to just stop by whenever I could  
this afternoon, no need for an appointment. Hopefully, I’ll be able to access some of the Kremenets 
records that are at the Institute and  also get his help in setting up an appointment with the Chief 
Rabbi of Ukraine. We d idn’t get there until about 3:30, but Yale spent the rest of the afternoon 
with us. Ken took lots of notes because he wants to write an article or two about this trip .  He was 
impressed  by Yale and  now wants to do an in-depth article about him and  the Ronald  S. Lauder 
Foundation. That’s a non-profit foundation that has been pouring money into Eastern Europe in 
an attempt to revive Jewish life here. Yale works for them. 

The Institute also runs a Jewish Museum, and  sells a book on Jewish Warsaw (A Guide to Jewish 
Warsaw by Jan Jagielski and  Robert Pasieczny, 1995). I will try to do their walking tour. Don’t 
know how much I can walk though. I’ve already developed  a blister on my foot. I’m hoping a 
band-aid  will take care of it. 

Yale was quite helpfu l. He came up with some aliyah records for people from Kremenets.  Those 
are records concerning people who emigrated from Kremenets to Israel (then Palestine) mostly in 
the 1929-1939 period . He also has records of a handful of Kremenets child  survivors (now no 
longer children, of course) who at one time or another were seeking relatives after the Shoah. For 
privacy reasons he can’t give me their full names, but he gave me their surnames. Then he prom-
ised  more info for the next day (Tuesday). He also told  me that there are Kremenets Kahal (Jewish 
self-government) records for the mid  1700’s. They are at the Archives of Ancient Acts here in         
Warsaw.  By the time we were done at the Institute though, it was too late to go to the Archives.  
I’ ll leave that for Tuesday. 

Yale introduced  us to Jan Jagielski, Director of History and  Documentation. He is the "heart and  
mind" of the Institute. Jan has an amazing amount of information in his head  as well as his office, 
and  he is very well organized . He pulled  out a book from his shelves that has photos of tomb-
stones in the Kremenets cemetery, plus other photos of the town. He made copies for me, and     
allowed me to photograph them. (I took more photos on Tuesday when I returned  to the Institu te.) 

The Old & New Synagogues 

After leaving the Institute we walked  over to the "new" Synagogue. The Nazis destroyed  the old  
one, which dated  to the early 1800s. It seems that the Germans were so furious about the Warsaw 
ghetto uprising that they resolved  to level everything Jewish in Warsaw. So here they are, losing 
the war, Russians are advancing on Warsaw, and  they take 10 days and  hundreds of troops to 

(Continued on page 9) 
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(Continued from page 8) 

plant dynamite charges in and  around the Synagogue and  surrounding build ings to be sure that 
it is absolutely destroyed . Still, some of the concrete/ marble flooring survived , and  now is the 
entryway to the Institute. The site where the old  Synagogue once stood , now is a tall blue glass 
office build ing, the Peugot build ing. 

So, we walked  over to the new Synagogue. Walked  around it and  took pictures. One of the out-
build ings has a basement grocery store that sells kosher food  ... the only place in Warsaw like it. 
A security guard  kept looking at us, and  eventually asked  what we are doing. I explained , and  
asked  if we could  go inside the Synagogue. He showed us the entrance. We found the caretaker, 
paid  5 zl. each (a little more than $1) for "admission" and  went inside. Got some good photos. 
Ken got better ones (he has a better photographic eye than I do) and  I have both his photos and  
mine on my computer. Together we took about 100 photos yesterday. It was very interesting    
inside the Synagogue. There are a number of informative placards in the old  entryway. Ken 
learned  a few things about the religion (like ceremoniously burying old  prayer books) and  he 
was very interested  in some of the explanatory placards. As we left, we placed  donations into 
their tzedakah box. The money is used  to restore and  renovate the Synagogue. 

Finishing the day 

We came back to the hotel, cleaned  up and  took a cab to d inner ... at an Israeli restaurant that 
serves "Polish food  with a Jewish flavor". It was ok, but nothing to rave about. On the way over 
there, it seemed to me that the cab was going in a very roundabout way. Sure enough, the tab 
was 15 zl. going, but only 10 zl returning ... just another tourist ripoff. 

Tomorrow, Ken is going on his all day tour of Jewish Warsaw and  Treblinka. That package cost 
$150. I decided  to pass. I’ll find  other things to do and  see here on my own. I may take a 4-1/ 2 
hour bus tour of Warsaw. Cost is about $45 US.  

Alex will arrive Tuesday evening. We’ll have d inner with him. Then, Wednesday morning, we 
hit the road  with Alex to Ternopil’ in Ukraine, and  our genealogy journey begins. Still haven’t 
heard  from Larisa Klyuch (she’s the coord inator of Kremenets’  Jewish community), so I don't 
know if we have an appointment with her and  the Kremenets Mayor or not. I'll ask Alex to call 
her on Wednesday morning before we leave to see if we can pin down an appointment. Other-
wise, we'll just wing it. 

I closed  out the day by transferring my photos from my d igital camera’s compact flash card  to 
the computer, and  then erased  them from the compact flash so that it will be ready for tomorrow. 
This system is working out very well. I'm gradually learning how to use the camera better. 

Tuesday, September 3rd  

More Kremenets data from the Jewish Historical Institute 

This morning after breakfast (too much food), I walked  back to the Institute, while Ken went on 
his tour.  Yale again was very helpful. He had  pulled  13 Kremenetser passports out of his ar-
chives, and  let me photograph the key pages in each. These are passports of Kremenetsers who 
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immigrated  to Israel (it was then Palestine) in the 1929 to 1939 time period . Once they arrived  in 
Israel, the passports had  to be returned  to Poland . Each had  a photo of the person, in addition to   
useful genealogical info about them. These will be good additions to our Kremenets Shtetlinks 
web page, and  will be cherished  by any descendents who might come across them. 

Yale and  I talked  a bit. He gave me more data (Polish business d irectories for 1929 and  1932) and  
he looked  up some of my family names in his files. When I mentioned  the name Lerner (wife of 
my paternal grandfather’s brother, Max Doctor), Yale told  me that there is a woman in Warsaw, 
who called  him this week. She was inquiring about her Lerner ancestors. So, I gave him the info I 
have and  he will relay it to her. Hopefully, I’ ll hear from her. Yale also gave me the surnames of 
six Kremenets child  survivors of the Shoah. He is searching for them or their descendants. I prom-
ised  to put the names on our website and  in messages to JewishGen d iscussion lists. 

The surnames are: Daniuszew ski, Dugim, Jung, Kranc or Krant , Keeitelmacher, and Narcyz  

…………………….. 

         The Ancient Acts Archive (AGAD) 

After the Institute, I walked  over to the Ancient Acts Archive (Archiwum Glowne AKT Dawnych - 
AGAD). You check in at a guard  desk when you enter the Archives. The guard  doesn’ t speak   
English.  However, by pointing, and  showing him the title page of the document I was seeking, I 
was able to make myself understood . He summoned an English-speaking archivist, a young man 
by name of Alexander Woysik. Alexander spoke English haltingly, but he turned  out to be re-
markably helpful. He helped  me fill out the forms to request the Kremenets Kahal documents. 
They have to retrieve the documents from storage in another build ing, so I won't be able to look at 
them until tomorrow. AGAD opens at 9:00 am and  I plan to be there at opening time. They will 
make copies of any pages I want, except that one of the documents is old  and  they will first have 
to microfilm it, then make copies from the microfilm. No photos allowed. Cost is 2 zl. per copy 
(about $.60) plus 2.5 zl. for the microfilm copy. That won't be too bad if there are only a few pages. 
No way to know until tomorrow morning.  

Since we leave tomorrow for Ukraine, I'll pack tonight and  be ready to check out when I return 
from the Archives. I'll probably just take a cab over there and  back to save time. The cab ride is 
only $3 or so. 

Exciting discovery finishes the day 
Tonight, Alex arrived . We met and  had  d inner at the “ 99” , a very nice restaurant within an easy 
walk of the hotel. Alex is very impressive. I think we’re all going to get along very nicely for the 
next two weeks.  During a break in the conversation, Alex pulled  out three pieces of paper.   He 
already had  done some of my research at the Archives in Ternopil’ . He located  a record  from the 
10th Rivizskaya Skazka (Census) in 1858 that takes my Doctor line back two more generations to my 
4th greatgrandfather, Hersh Diokhter, born about 1771.  And, the new record  extends the family 
horizontally as well. This means that my Doctor family lived  in Novy Oleksinets for at least 130 
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years before my grandfather Abram left for America. 

Alex also found an 1858 Census record  for the Vurer’s. This takes my Vurer line back two more 
generations, to my 3rd  greatgrandfather, Yosi Vurer, born about 1807. They lived  in Yampol’ . 
There also was a document listing a Gitelman family, back to about 1800, but I haven’ t yet figured  
out how they fit into our Gitelman family tree. Perhaps that will get worked  out if we find  more 
documents in the Ternopil’  archives. This trip  is working out very, very well so far. 

Warsaw is a very likable city… very cosmopolitan, and  western, lots of shops, interesting build-
ings, and  plenty of sightseeing to do. If I come back here in the future, the thing to do would  be to 
rent an apartment in the restored  old  town. That would  be less expensive and  more picturesque 
than staying at the hotel. 

Time has passed  quickly. It's hard  to believe that I have been here for 3 days already, and  that to-
morrow we leave for Ternopil'. We’ ll base there for our visits to Kremenets and  our other ances-
tral towns in the area. 
 

Wednesday, September 4th 
Today we will leave Warsaw for Ukraine. But first, I returned  to the AGAD to take a look at the 
two Kremenets documents they have. 
 

Back to AGAD 
I got up early, had  breakfast, and  took a cab over to the Archives of Ancient Acts.  Yesterday, I  
requested  two documents that were created  by the Kehilah Kahal of Kremenets (Jewish community 
governing body) in the mid  1700s. The archivists had  to retrieve the documents from their 
"stacks", and  that couldn’ t be done while I waited .   Alex had  doubts that the documents would  
actually be there today, but they were. So, I looked  through them.  

One “ document”  was a 250-page book, handwritten in Polish. I was able to spot a few names in it, 
but of course couldn't even begin to translate it. So, I asked  them for a copy of the book. No, can't 
do that, they said . I could  have only a selection of pages. Ok, then, can I photograph the pages? 
No. Flashbulb might hurt the old  document. What if I don't use flash? No. NO PHOTOGRAPHY. 
So, I figured  that they are after the copying fees. What if I pay the copying fees, but take photos … 
without flash. NO! Only they can make copies. So, I ended  up asking for copies of about 27 pages 
(the first section or chapter) ... actually 54 pages because each page number represents a double 
page. Sorry, they said , we cannot make copies of documents from before 1800. So, how do I get 
this, I asked . Well, first they have to microfilm the document, then they will send  me copies made 
from the microfilm. Microfilming cost is 2.5 zl. per page, plus the cost of copies. Ok, I say, lets do 
that……By noon, we were on the road  headed  for the Polish-Ukrainian border. 

(Editor’s Note: Read  the entire text of Ron Doctor ‘s story on our website at www.rootsweb.com/ ~orjgs/ ) 
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UPCOMING EVENTS 
 
 

JGSO MEETING 
 

Wednesday, October 16th 
7:30 - 9:30 PM 

Mittleman Jewish Community Center  
 

“ Breaking Through the Brick Wall: 
Where Do I Go From Here?”  

 
Members share questions and insights. Also a 
videotape: How to Trace Your Jewish Roots:  

A Journey with Arthur Kurzweil 
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